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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

While  there  is a great  interest  in  microfluidic  impedance  cytometry  as  a label-free  approach  for  single-
particle  analysis,  the  accuracy  of  the  technique  is  challenged  by  the  positional  dependence  issue,  i.e.
identical  particles  flowing  in the  microchannel  along  different  trajectories  provide  different  signals.  We
solve this  issue  without  resorting  to  particle  focusing,  by  means  of  a straightforward  modification  of  the
conventional  wiring  scheme  for the standard  impedance  chip  comprising  two  pairs  of facing  electrodes.
Instead  of applying  the  AC  voltage  to electrodes  on  the same  side  of  the  channel  and  collecting  the
differential  current  flowing  through  the  electrodes  on  the  other  side,  we  apply  the  AC  voltage  to  diagonally
opposite  electrodes  and  collect  the  differential  current  flowing  through  the  remaining  ones.  Therefore,  the
bipolar  signal  recorded  upon  the  passage  of  a particle  shows  opposite  pulses  with  different  amplitude.
icrofluidics
ingle-cell analysis
ab-on-a-chip

The  relative  difference  of the latter  is  a new  metric  enabling  a simple  compensation  procedure  of the
signal  impedance  for off-center  particles.  Impedance  data  for 5.2,  6,  and  7  �m  particles  are  collected,  and
coefficients  of variation  in  (electrical)  diameter  of particles  respectively  of  2.8%,  1%,  and  1.2%,  similar  to
the  manufacturers’  quoted  values,  are  obtained.  The  novel  operation  mode  is  successfully  implemented
also  in a coplanar  electrode  configuration,  exploiting  two  pairs  of  liquid  electrodes.

©  2017  The  Author(s).  Published  by Elsevier  B.V.  This  is  an  open  access  article  under  the  CC
BY-NC-ND  license  (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
. Introduction

Microfluidic impedance cytometry is a non-invasive technique
or the electrical characterization of single particles and cells [1,2].
ompared with traditional approaches like flow cytometry, its main
dvantages are the label-free nature, requiring minimal sample
rocessing, and the potential for low-cost and portable implemen-
ation. The basic principle is as follows: (i) an AC electric field is
stablished in a microchannel equipped with microelectrodes and
lled with a conductive fluid; (ii) the field perturbation induced by

he passage of a flowing particle is measured as an electric current
ignal; (iii) the latter is processed to extract valuable information
or particle characterization. As an example, information on size,

embrane capacitance, and cytoplasm conductivity of biological

ells can be obtained depending on the frequency of the AC electric
eld (e.g., [3–7]).

∗ Corresponding authors.
E-mail addresses: caselli@ing.uniroma2.it (F. Caselli), bisegna@uniroma2.it

P. Bisegna).

ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.snb.2017.10.113
925-4005/© 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access articl
.0/).
The rapid progress in microfabrication technologies over the
past two decades has fostered the development of microfluidic
impedance cytometry. Two main types of electrode configura-
tion have been proposed in the literature [1]: either channels
with coplanar electrodes embedded in one side of the channel,
or channels with parallel facing electrodes embedded in oppo-
site sides. The former configuration enjoys easiness of fabrication,
whereas the latter generally has higher sensitivity. A common
design includes two  pairs of facing electrodes used in a differen-
tial measuring scheme. It is employed in both research prototypes
(e.g., [8–12]) and commercial products (e.g., Micronit EIS chips,
Amphasys microflow cytometer).

Unfortunately, the resolution and accuracy of both coplanar
and facing electrode configurations is challenged by the positional
dependence of the measured signals, i.e. identical particles flowing
along different trajectories in the microchannel provide different
signals. This is due to the non-uniformity of the electric field in the
sensing region [13–16], and produces blurring of estimated particle

properties.

An approach to cope with the positional dependence of the
measured traces is particle focusing, for example by means of
hydrodynamic effects (like sheath flow [17] or inertial focusing
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Fig. 1. Facing electrode chip. (a)–(c) Conventional operation mode. (a) 3D view and (b) side view cartoon. An AC voltage is applied to the top stimulating electrodes and
the  differential current flowing through the bottom measuring electrodes is collected. Typical current lines are shown. (c) Differential signals (real part, simulation results)
produced by an insulating particle passing through the sensing region along three different trajectories: close to the bottom of the channel (curve 1), through the middle
of  the channel (curve 2) and close to the top of the channel (curve 3). Each curve consists of a pair of opposite Gaussian pulses with the same amplitude. (d)–(f) Proposed
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to fringing effects [13,15]. Hence, pulse amplitude also depends
on particle trajectory height, i.e. y-coordinate of particle center
(Fig. 1(c)). A further contribution to pulse amplitude comes from
peration mode. (d) 3D view and (e) side view cartoon. An AC voltage is applied to
he  remaining measuring electrodes is collected. (f) Differential signals relevant to t
urve  consists of a pair of opposite Gaussian pulses with different amplitude. Pulse

18]) or active focusing mechanisms (e.g., dielectrophoresis [19,20]
nd acustophoresis [21]). However, they increase the complexity
f the system and may  be difficult to optimize for a heterogeneous
ample.

Two effective strategies not requiring focusing systems have
een recently proposed to overcome the positional dependence

ssue [22,23]. Both methods introduce a new metric related to par-
icle trajectory height, used as a pivotal tool to compensate for the
pread in signal amplitude by means of simple calibration. One
etric is the ratio between the peak-to-peak times of two dif-

erential current signals, relevant to current paths with different
patial orientation, provided by a measurement scheme involving
ve pairs of facing electrodes [22]. Another metric is the “rela-

ive prominence” of the bipolar double-Gaussian-shaped traces
ecorded using a configuration involving five coplanar electrodes
23]. Multielectrode configurations provide unique signatures [24],
owever they require a larger sensing volume, thus increasing the
umber of coincidences for a given sample concentration [25].

In this work we show that it is possible to obtain high-accuracy
mpedance data using the standard chip design comprising two
airs of facing electrodes. This is achieved by a straightforward

odification of the wiring scheme with respect to the classic

peration mode. The approach is also implemented in a coplanar
lectrode configuration using two pairs of liquid electrodes. The
ey concept of the proposed modality is presented and discussed in
nally opposite stimulating electrodes and the differential current flowing through
ee different trajectories considered in panel (c) (real part, simulation results). Each
tude difference depends on particle trajectory height.

Section 2, and the experimental validation is presented in Sections
3–4.

2. Operating principle

The conventional operation mode of the standard impedance
chip comprising two pairs of facing electrodes is depicted in Fig. 1(a)
and (b): an AC voltage is applied to the top stimulating electrodes,
and the differential current flowing through the bottom measur-
ing electrodes is collected. The passage of a particle is detected as
two opposite pulses with the same amplitude [14,27], respectively
recorded when the particle is between the left or right pair of elec-
trodes (Fig. 1(c), simulation results1). Pulse amplitude primarily
depends on the change in the transversal current (i.e., current flow-
ing through a measuring electrode originating from the opposite
stimulating one) upon the passage of a particle. Pulse amplitude at
low frequency is therefore a measure of particle volume [3,2]. How-
ever, the electric field within the sensing region is non-uniform due
1 Details of finite element model equations have been described elsewhere
[28,29].
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Fig. 2. Diagrams of the current paths between the four electrodes in the impedance chip, using (i)–(v) conventional or (vi)–(x) new wiring, as provided by a simple equivalent
circuit. In (i), (vi) there is no particle and the current paths are symmetrical; the transversal currents, a and d, are equal, and so are the cross currents, b and c. Therefore,
the  differential current Idiff = (d + c) − (a + b) = (d − a) + (c − b) vanishes. A particle flowing along a trajectory in the upper half of the channel is considered in (ii), (iii), and (vii),
(viii),  whereas a particle flowing along a mirrored trajectory about the channel axis z is considered in (iv), (v), and (ix), (x). For both trajectories, two particle locations are
considered, mirrored along the center line y between the two pairs of electrodes. By symmetry arguments, it follows that the transversal currents satisfy the relationships:
a′ = d′′ = a′ ′′ = d′′′′ , d′ = a′′ = d′ ′′ = a′′′′ , whereas the cross currents satisfy the relationships (ii)–(v) b′ = c′′ = c′ ′′ = b′′′′ , c′ = b′′ = b′ ′′ = c′′′′ when the conventional wiring is used, or the
relationships (vii)–(x) b′ = b′′ = c′ ′′ = c′′′′ , c′ = c′′ = b′ ′′ = b′′′′ when the new wiring is used. Using the relation I′diff = (d′ − a′) + (c′ − b′) and the analogous relations for I′′diff , I′ ′′diff , I′′′′diff ,
it  turns out that (ii)–(iii) I′diff =− I′′diff , and (iv)–(v) I′ ′′diff =− I′′′′diff , when the conventional wiring is used. Therefore, left- and right-pulse amplitudes are equal and convey the
same  information. Moreover, observing that b′ > c′ , it follows that (ii), (iv) I′diff < I′ ′′diff , and the well-known top-bottom asymmetry prevails [14] (Fig. 1(c), curves 1 and 3).
On  the other hand, when the new wiring is used, it turns out that (vii), (x) I′diff =− I′′′′diff , and (viii), (ix) I′′diff =− I′ ′′diff , amounting to center symmetry of the system (Fig. 1(f),
curves  1 and 3). If the particle flows along a trajectory in the upper half of the channel, (vii) I′diff = (d′ − a′) + (c′ − b′) and (viii) I′′diff = (d′′ − a′′) + (c′′ − b′′) =− (d′ − a′) + (c′ − b′)
are  not opposite quantities: the system is asymmetric left to right. However, both I′diff and I′′diff are available and measured, therefore the transversal contribution (d′ − a′)
and  the cross contribution (c′ − b′) to the differential current can be separately estimated by respectively averaging and subtracting I′diff and I′′diff . Analogous information is
obtained  (ix), (x) from I′ ′′diff and I′′′′diff if the particle flows in the lower half of the channel. The transversal contribution to the differential current conveys information on
particle volume, with top-bottom and left–right symmetry (i.e., (d′ − a′) =− (d′′ − a′′) = (d′ ′′ − a′ ′′) =− (d′′′′ − a′′′′)). That quantity mildly depends on particle trajectory height, due
t oppos
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o  fringing of the electric field. The cross contribution to the differential current has 

f  the channel (i.e., (c′ − b′) = (c′′ − b′′) =− (c′ ′′ − b′ ′′) =− (c′′′′ − b′′′′)). That quantity is a n
ssue.

he cross current between the left and right pair of electrodes (i.e.,
urrent flowing through a measuring electrode originating from the
iagonally opposite stimulating one). As a consequence of the cross
urrent, pulse amplitude is higher when the particle flows closer to
he measuring electrodes than to the stimulating ones (the system
s asymmetric top to bottom) [14].

The proposed operation mode is depicted in Fig. 1(d) and (e):
n AC voltage is applied to diagonally opposite stimulating elec-
rodes and the differential current flowing through the remaining

easuring electrodes is collected. This simple modification is sug-
ested by the following heuristic observation. A particle flowing in

he lower half of the channel (Fig. 1(e), trajectory 1) is located closer
o the bottom measuring electrode than to the top stimulating one
hen detected by the left pair of electrodes. Then, it is located far-
ite sign if the particle travels (vii), (viii) in the upper half or (ix), (x) in the lower half
etric related to particle trajectory height, useful to solve the positional dependence

ther to the top measuring electrode than to the bottom stimulating
one when detected by the right pair of electrodes. Accordingly, the
left pulse of the recorded signal is expected to have higher ampli-
tude than the right pulse, as confirmed by numerical simulations
(Fig. 1(f), curve 1). The opposite behavior is expected for particles
flowing in the upper half of the channel (Fig. 1(f), curve 3), whereas
particles traveling through the middle of the channel yield pulses
with equal amplitude (Fig. 1(f), curve 2). This suggests that pulse
amplitude difference is related to particle trajectory height, thus
lending itself as a metric useful to treat the positional dependence
issue (cf. also the simulation results reported in [30]).
The current paths established in the sensing region upon the
passage of a flowing particle, when either conventional or new
wiring scheme is used, are compared in Fig. 2 using a simple equiva-
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ig. 3. Asymmetric bipolar Gaussian template used to fit the experimental traces
ollected using the proposed wiring scheme.

ent circuit. It is shown that pulse amplitude difference, amounting
o left–right asymmetry inherent to the new wiring scheme, is
aused by cross currents, with a similar mechanism known to
ause top-bottom asymmetry inherent to the conventional wiring
cheme [14]. However, whereas top-bottom asymmetry is an
nwanted effect [22], left–right asymmetry is indeed an asset,
ecause particle trajectories are parallel to the channel axis, so
hat both left- and right-pulse amplitudes are available and mea-
ured during the particle flow. These two independent quantities
llows one to separate the transversal and cross current contribu-
ions embedded in the recorded pulses, by respectively averaging
nd subtracting the left- and right-pulse amplitudes (Fig. 2). Pulse
mplitude average, i.e. transversal current contribution, is a mea-
ure of particle volume (at low frequency), only suffering from mild
ositional dependence due to fringing of the electric field, and its
ube root is proportional to particle diameter. Pulse amplitude dif-
erence, unveiling cross current contribution, conveys information
n particle trajectory height (e.g., it has opposite sign if the par-
icle flows in the upper or lower half of the channel). In fact, the
elative difference of pulse amplitudes (i.e., pulse amplitude differ-
nce divided by pulse amplitude average) is here chosen, in order
o obtain a metric independent of particle size.

An asymmetric bipolar Gaussian template (Fig. 3) can be conve-
iently fitted to signal traces (Fig. 1(f)) in order to extract the left-
nd right-pulse amplitudes. The template is obtained as the differ-
nce of two shifted Gaussian pulses with different amplitude and
idth, as follows:

(t) = g1(t − tc + ı/2) − g2(t − tc − ı/2),  (1)

ith

1(t) = a1e
−t2/(2�2

1
), g2(t) = a2e

−t2/(2�2
2

). (2)

t depends on the following parameters: central time moment, tc;
ransit time, ı; pulse width controls, �1 and �2; pulse amplitude
ontrols, a1 and a2.

According to the previous discussion, an estimate D of the par-
icle diameter d is supplied by the cube root of the mean value of
he pulse amplitude controls, (a1 + a2)/2:

 = G
[
a1 + a2

2

]1/3
, (3)

here G is a gain factor to account for the electronic circuitry (cf.
upplementary data, Section 1). The estimate D is referred to as
electrical diameter”. In addition, the pulse amplitude relative dif-
erence, � is introduced:

 = a2 − a1

(a1 + a2)/2
. (4)

t is shown in Sections 3 and 4 that this new metric enables a sim-

le compensation procedure of the signal impedance for off-center
articles, thus solving the positional dependence issue.

By comparison, in the conventional operation mode a symmet-
ic bipolar Gaussian template is used to fit the data, i.e., a1 = a2 = a
tors B 256 (2018) 580–589 583

and �1 = �2 = � are enforced in Eq. (1). The electrical diameter D is
estimated by means of Eq. (3), whereas the pulse amplitude relative
difference � is not available (in fact, it vanishes identically).

Using either wiring scheme, the transit time, ı is available. It is
used experimentally to estimate the particle velocity through the
system [31,22]:

V = L

ı
, (5)

referred to as “electrical velocity”, where L is the peak-to-peak
distance of signal traces (Fig. 1(c), (f)), approximated by the center-
to-center spacing of the electrodes. Comparing the simulation
traces in Fig. 1(f) with those in Fig. 1(c), it appears that the peak-
to-peak distance of traces provided by the new wiring scheme is
less sensitive to particle trajectory than the one provided by the
conventional wiring scheme.

The proposed operation mode can be straightforwardly imple-
mented also in a coplanar electrode configuration exploiting “liquid
electrodes” [26] (Fig. 4(a), (c)). The latter are generated by recessed
electrodes patterned at the bottom of dead-end chambers posi-
tioned perpendicularly to the main channel. They provide a nearly
homogeneous electric field over the total channel height while
keeping a simple process flow with a single planar metal layer
[32,33]. However, the recorded signal traces depend on the lat-
eral position (i.e., x-coordinate) of the particle trajectory. Hence,
also that layout suffers from the positional dependence issue. Fig. 4
shows a schematic representation of the conventional and new
wiring scheme for a coplanar electrode chip comprising two  pairs
of liquid electrodes. Differential signal traces are similar to the cor-
responding ones of the facing electrode chip (Fig. 1(c) and (f)) and
are accordingly fitted to the Gaussian template in Eq. (1). As in the
previous case, electrical diameter D, pulse amplitude relative dif-
ference �,  and electrical velocity V are respectively defined in Eqs.
(3)–(5).

3. Experimental

3.1. Microfluidic impedance chips

3.1.1. Facing electrode chip
As a typical facing electrode chip (Fig. 1), a commercial microflu-

idic chip for electrical impedance spectroscopy of single cells was
used (EIS chip, Micronit). The chip is made of borosilicate glass
and an inert interstitial layer of dry film resist. It has a straight
through channel 28 �m deep and 30 �m wide. There are two sets
of double electrodes (Pt). Electrode dimension along channel axis
is 20 �m,  with planar separation of 20 �m and 28 �m depth sep-
aration as based on channel depth. A commercial chip holder was
used (Fluidic Connect PRO, Micronit).

3.1.2. Coplanar electrode chip
The chip with coplanar electrode configuration (Fig. 4) is made of

a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) block containing the microfluidic
channel, bonded to a glass slide with deposited Ti/Au microelec-
trodes (20 nm/200 nm). The PDMS microchannels were replica
molded from photolithographically patterned SU-8 molds, while
the electrodes were deposited on glass using optical lithography,
e-beam evaporation and lift off procedures. Relevant dimensions
are as follows: the main channel is 40 �m wide and 21.5 �m high;

lateral channels are 30 �m wide and 30 �m apart from each other;
the electrodes in the lateral channels have a 20 �m recess with
respect to the main channel. A custom chip holder was used for
fluidic and electrical connections.
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Fig. 4. Coplanar electrode chip. Two  pairs of liquid electrodes [26] are generated by metal electrodes placed on the floor of two lateral channels. (a and b) Conventional
operation mode. An AC voltage is applied to the stimulating electrodes on the same side of the channel axis and the differential current flowing through the measuring
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urrent flowing through the remaining measuring electrodes is collected. A partic
ositions (i.e., at different x-coordinate values) is visualized.

.2. Sample preparation

The proposed method is validated by means of polystyrene
eads (Sigma–Aldrich and Polysciences). Beads with diameters
f 5.2, 6, and 7 �m were suspended in PBS (Phosphate-Buffered
aline) with 0.1% Tween 20 to avoid bead aggregation, and suffi-
ient sucrose to match the density of the beads (1.05 g/cm3). Sample
oncentration and conductivity were approximately 1000 beads/�l
nd 1.1 S/m, respectively. The beads were sonicated prior to exper-
ments in order to reduce cluster formation.

.3. Data acquisition and processing

A syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus) operating at 10 �l/min was
sed for fluidic control. Electrical measurements were performed
sing an impedance spectroscope (HF2IS, Zurich Instruments,
4 bit A/D conversion at 210 M sample per second), along with

 transimpedance amplifier (HF2TA, Zurich Instruments) for sig-
al conditioning. A signal of 4 V [respectively, 8 V] at 0.5 MHz  was
pplied to the stimulating electrodes of the facing electrode chip
respectively, of the coplanar electrode chip] and the differential
urrent flowing through the virtual-ground measuring electrodes
as demodulated and recorded (readout rate 115 k sample per

econd, 20 kHz filter bandwidth). Pulse amplitude average of typ-
cal events (i.e., signals generated by the passage of a particle in
he sensing region) was in the range (0.15, 0.55) �A [respectively,
0.04, 0.20) �A] depending on particle size and trajectory, whereas
he standard deviation of noise was around 4 nA for both electrode
onfigurations.

The following experiments were carried out. The facing elec-

rode chip was used first. Four samples were analyzed, relevant to
he three populations of beads and a mixture of them. For each
ample, two measurements were acquired (approximately 50,000
eads for each population, 150,000 beads for the mixture), using the
ltage is applied to diagonally opposite stimulating electrodes and the differential
sing through the sensing region along trajectories with three different horizontal

conventional wiring (Fig. 1(b)) or the proposed wiring (Fig. 1(e)).
The same sequence was repeated using the coplanar electrode chip
(Fig. 4(b) or (d)).

Collected data streams were processed using a custom Mat-
lab script. Segmentation was first carried out, aimed at extracting
events from the data stream. For each detected event, feature
extraction was then performed by fitting the asymmetric bipolar
Gaussian template (Eq. (1)) to the recorded trace, thus obtaining
the relevant parameters tc, ı, �1, �2, a1, and a2. The histogram of
the root mean squared error of the fit, normalized by the mean
value of the pulse amplitude control, (a1 + a2)/2, is reported in Sup-
plementary data, Figure S1. Data collected using the conventional
wiring were processed by means of the classic symmetric bipolar
Gaussian template.

4. Results

Fig. 5 shows a density plot for 6 �m diameter beads, with the
pulse amplitude relative difference � (Eq. (4)) plotted against the
electrical diameter D (Eq. (3)), as measured using the proposed
wiring scheme. Examples of experimental single particle signals are
shown in panels (i)–(vii), along with arrows indicating the position
of the particle on the density plot. The difference in the ampli-
tudes of the two  opposite pulses predicted in simulation (Fig. 1(f))
and explained by the simple equivalent circuit in Fig. 2 is experi-
mentally confirmed. In addition to the experimental signals, their
fitting templates are also shown in panels (i)–(vii), showing excel-
lent accuracy. It is pointed out that such a density plot is unavailable
using the conventional wiring scheme. In fact the latter yields equal
pulse amplitudes, thus ruling out the information content of the

metric �.

Fig. 6(a)–(c) shows a density plot of the pulse amplitude rel-
ative difference � vs the electrical diameter D for three different
bead sizes (measured separately using the proposed wiring scheme,
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Fig. 5. Facing electrode chip operated using the proposed wiring scheme. Density plot for 6 �m diameter beads, with the pulse amplitude relative difference � plotted
against  the electrical diameter D. (i)–(vii) are experimental single particle signals (blue line) for the data points in the density plot. Fitting templates are also shown (red line).
(For  interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web  version of the article.)

Fig. 6. Facing electrode chip operated using the proposed wiring scheme. Density plot for populations of beads of different sizes, with the pulse amplitude relative difference
�  plotted against the electrical diameter D. (a) 5.2 �m diameter beads, (b) 6 �m diameter beads, (c) 7 �m diameter beads and (d) collection of the events in panels (a)–(c)
plotted  on the same graph. The fitted parabolas D = a[1 + b(�− c)2] are shown as red lines. For each population, parameter values a, b, and c are reported in Table 1. In (d), the
three  parabolas are defined with a = 5.2, 6.0, 7.0 �m and the same parameters b and c (average values, Table 1). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend,  the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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Fig. 7. Facing electrode chip. (a)–(c) Conventional operation mode. (a) 3D view cartoon. Histogram of the electrical diameter D of 5.2, 6, and 7 �m diameter beads measured
(b)  separately and (c) together. (d)–(i) Proposed operation mode. (d) 3D view cartoon. 

electrical diameter D for a mixture of 5.2, 6, and 7 �m diameter beads. (e and f) Histog
separately and (f) together. (h and i) Histogram of the corrected electrical diameter D-cor

Table 1
Parameters of quadratic model equation D = a[1 + b(�− c)2] used to fit data plotted
in  Fig. 6 (95% confidence interval within the uncertainty in the least significant digit).

d [�m] a [�m] b c

5.2 5.19 1.06 0.028

a
t

D

w
a
m
T
T
t
m
p
d
t
d
o
i

D
w
m

as follows: 3.67%, 1.89%, and 1.72%, for the 5.2, 6, and 7 �m diam-
eter beads respectively. Although somewhat greater than those
provided by the facing electrode chip, reasonably low figures are
obtained also using the coplanar electrode chip.
6.0  6.02 0.94 0.032
7.0  7.00 1.04 0.035
Mean – 1.01 0.032

nd collected together in Fig. 6(d)). In each case the same parabolic
rend is observed. This data can be fitted to a quadratic function:

 = a[1 + b(� − c)2], (6)

here a is particle nominal diameter, and the constants b and c
ccount for the variation in signal with particle height as deter-
ined from the metric �.  These fitting parameters are listed in

able 1, and the corresponding parabolas are shown in red in Fig. 6.
he constant c should vanish for a channel ideally symmetric top
o bottom. The fitted values are in fact very small (possibly due to

inor channel asymmetry). The constants b and c should be inde-
endent of particle sizes, which is clear from Table 1 where the
ifferences are minor. The mean value for constants b and c was
hen used to calculate the parabolas shown in Fig. 6(d) for the three
ifferent particle sizes, showing an excellent fit with the data. Anal-
gous results for the coplanar electrode configuration are reported

n Supplementary data, Table S1 and Figure S2.

Fig. 7(b) and (c) shows histograms of the electrical diameter

 obtained using the facing electrode chip and the conventional
iring scheme, relevant to individual particle populations and the
ixed sample, respectively. As expected, the distribution has a
(g) Density plot of the pulse amplitude relative difference � plotted against the
ram of the electrical diameter D of 5.2, 6, and 7 �m diameter beads measured (e)
r, showing an almost perfect Gaussian distribution.

significant spread and skewness, with overlap between the three
populations.

Fig. 7(e) and (f) shows the analogous histograms obtained using
the proposed wiring scheme. The spread and skewness are mit-
igated, because the cross contribution to the differential current
was removed by averaging the pulse amplitudes according to Eq.
(3) (cf. also Fig. 2). However, they are still present. Eq. (6) was  used
to correct the raw data as follows:

D-corr = D

1 + b(� − c)2
, (7)

where b and c are the mean values of the constants in Table 1.
The corrected data is plotted in Fig. 7(h) and (i) showing an almost
perfect Gaussian distribution. Fitting a Gaussian allows the coeffi-
cients of variation (CVs) to be calculated as follows: 2.82%, 0.98%,
and 1.20%, for the 5.2, 6, and 7 �m diameter beads respectively.
This can be compared with the manufacturers’ quoted values of
2.6%, 10%,2 and 1.7%.

Fig. 8 shows the analogous results obtained using the coplanar
electrode chip. Fitting a Gaussian on the histogram of the corrected
electrical diameter D-corr in Fig. 8(i) allows the CVs to be calculated
2 The 6 �m diameter beads from PolySciences have a much higher reported CV
than the 5.2 �m and 7 �m obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. That value is probably a
conservative estimate.
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Fig. 8. Coplanar electrode chip. (a)–(c) Conventional operation mode. (a) 3D view cartoon. Histogram of the electrical diameter D of 5.2, 6, and 7 �m diameter beads measured
(b)  separately and (c) together. (d)–(i) Proposed operation mode. (d) 3D view cartoon. (g) Density plot of the pulse amplitude relative difference � plotted against the electrical
diameter D for a mixture of 5.2, 6, and 7 �m diameter beads. (e and f) Histogram of the electrical diameter D of 5.2, 6, and 7 �m diameter beads measured (e) separately and
(f)  together. (h and i) Histogram of the corrected electrical diameter D-corr, showing an almost perfect Gaussian distribution.

Fig. 9. Density plot of the pulse amplitude relative difference � plotted against the electrical velocity V for the mixture of beads. (a) Facing electrode chip operated using
the  proposed wiring scheme: a significant level of particle focusing is observed (the density scale has been saturated, in order to make visible the parabolic profile on the
r ter be
P ated u
m

t
w
fi
t
f
r
c
c

ight).  Two  profiles appear on the left, respectively relevant to 5.2 and 7 �m diame
olysciences (right profile): cf. Fig. 10(c) and (e). (b) Coplanar electrode chip oper
any  particles adopt a random distribution in the channel cross section.

Density plots of the pulse amplitude relative difference � plot-
ed against the electrical velocity V, obtained using the proposed
iring scheme, are shown in Fig. 9. The observed parabolic pro-
les constitute further evidence that � is related to the location of

he particle trajectory in the microchannel. A higher level of inertial
ocusing is observed when using the facing electrode chip (Fig. 9(a))

ather than the coplanar electrode chip (Fig. 9(b)). Although the
hannel cross sections are comparable, this is due to the different
hannel length (≈16 mm in the former case, ≈0.8 mm in the lat-
ads obtained by Sigma–Aldrich (left profile) and 6 �m diameter beads obtained by
sing the proposed wiring scheme: although some degree of focusing is apparent,

ter case) that particles pass through before reaching the measuring
zone [18].

Density plots of the electrical velocity V plotted against the elec-
trical diameter D are shown in Fig. 10. These plots confirm the
higher level of inertial focusing observed when using the facing
electrode chip (Fig. 10(a), (c), (e)) rather than the coplanar elec-

trode chip (Fig. 10(b), (d), (f)). The new wiring scheme used with the
facing electrode chip (Fig. 10(c)) supplies a narrow velocity rage, as
expected when particles experience a large degree of inertial focus-
ing. A broader velocity range is obtained using the conventional
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ig. 10. Density plot of the electrical velocity V plotted against the electrical diam
lectrode chip. (a and b) Conventional wiring scheme. Proposed wiring scheme, (c a

iring scheme (Fig. 10(a)). Comparing Fig. 10(c), (d) respectively to
ig. 10(e), (f), it appears that the simple compensation procedure
n Eq. (7) enabled by the proposed wiring scheme completely elim-
nates the height dependent variation in electrical diameter D, i.e.
ll particles of a given size range have the same electrical diameter
-corr irrespective of trajectory through the channel.

. Conclusions

The widely used microfluidic impedance chips comprising two
airs of electrodes are promoted to a superior level of accuracy
y simply swapping two connection wires. With the novel wiring
cheme, a left–right asymmetry is introduced in the system that
s profitably exploited to compensate for positional dependence
f the measured signals. No particle focusing mechanisms are
equired and the proposed operation mode successfully applies to
oth facing and coplanar electrode layout. The novel concept intro-
uced in this work may  open new opportunities for impedance
ytometry in applications requiring accurate particle sizing and
haracterization.
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for the mixture of beads. (a, c, and e) Facing electrode chip; (b, d, and f) coplanar
 before compensation and (e and f) after compensation.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.snb.2017.10.113.
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